Chapter 2
Chart for C-21 Primer for G. Heart Country – Can you connect the dots?
See the next for pages for the document as this is the Plan of Action for the whole course.
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Scott Russell, Major USAF, IP Upgrade Class 11-08 April 25, 2011 Final Writing Assmt

Connecting the Dots
Which dots were connected during the Fundamentals of Instruction class,
also known as G Heart country? For a well prepared instructor candidate, very
little, if any, systems knowledge is gleaned from this course. A well prepared
instructor candidate will, however, take away some other very important lessons on
what it means to be an instructor, and how to approach the business of imparting
some of their airmanship wisdom to younger pilots.
The bigger, more significant dots that were connected in the FOI course deal
with an instructor’s attitude toward teaching. As an instructor, your job is not to
spoon feed data to others, especially those lucky enough to wear pilot wings upon
their chest. The primary task is to put students on the path to be able to think for
themselves, solve their own problems, and become independent learners. Teaching
the test, passing on academic data without the correlation to real world scenarios, is
a huge disservice to student pilots.
The job of instructing should be pursued with all the enthusiasm and vigor
one could possibly muster. That means spending time to find out who the student
is, what their experience level is, what they are capable of, and then formulating a
lesson plan to maximize their potential. A “one size fits all” approach is
tantamount to square filling, and although that may fulfill the contractual
obligation of an instructor hired to impart knowledge, it is less than optimal for
helping a student on their path from beginner to master of the art.
For me personally, a somewhat prepared instructor candidate, these lessons
were not lost on me. My thoughts and ideas regarding the role of an instructor
pilot have changed slightly. My viewpoint, that an IP serves as a supervisor and
guide to keep a younger pilot safe while practicing various maneuvers, has
changed. My knowledge of the various systems and how I can manipulate them in
emergency situations has changed. How I teach systems in the future will forever
be colored by how I learned in this course.
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“Tiger, one day you will come to a fork in the road,” he said. “And you’re going to have
to make a decision about which direction you want to go.” He raised his hand and pointed. “If
you go that way you can be somebody. You will have to make compromises and you will have to
turn your back on your friends. But you will be a member of the club and you will get promoted
and you will get good assignments.”
Then Boyd raised his other hand and pointed another direction. “Or you can go that way
and you can do something – something for your country and for your Air Force and for yourself.
If you decide you want to do something, you may not get promoted and you may not get the
good assignments and you certainly will not be a favorite of your superiors. But you won’t have
to compromise yourself. You will be true to your friends and to yourself. And your work might
make a difference.”
He paused and stared into Leopold’s eyes and heart. “To be somebody or to do
something. In life there is often a roll call. That’s when you will have to make a decision.
To be or to do? Which way will you go?” (pp. 285-286).
God Bless the reading of John Boyd.
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There are no limits in my class.
One of my lieutenants found this German autobahn sign on Craig’s list and presented it to
the Country of G. Heart…he did well in the class finals. Course, I am going to rag new students
till they come up with what the sign means but comma now that the Mercedes benz is out of the
bag, the left lane is for driving as fast as you want (recommended speed of only 130 kilometers
per hour).
The no speed limit in the class has to do with (as on the autobahn) freedom, or freedom
of speed and this translates into no hindrance in the learning process. As long as one stays in the
left lane ‘let it rip!’
Some may think having no strains, no Vne, and no restrictions, would hinder the
operation of learning the fundamentals of instruction. Actually no. Actually no, it did not.
Of note about being in the left lane (you have to understand Germans) if a driver comes
up on someone driving slower than he should, and is in the way, the pushing driver will flash his
lights to get the slower driver out of his faster lane. Honking would be rude.

One day while stamping out aviation ignorance.
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As you can see in the picture above something is out of place and it is not my ubiquitous coffee
cup. I had just returned from a refill and am addressing some rather surly comments from
enterprising lieutenant about me not paying attention to what is going on…in my classroom! Not
backing down from tweaking a young candidate on the issues of paying attention to detail, in my
classroom, I am texting myself below with “what in the hell is he up to?”
And then I get the hint to look around.

Sub vocally I am saying something like “What? ^%$#! How?” As they have gotten up close in
my jet wash they are now flashing their lights in my rear view mirror…damn it, I hate when that
happens.

Ok, Lieutenant. You win. You beat me - you won this one!
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Now your ass is a grape.

FINIS ORIGNE PENDET
“The end depends on the beginning.”
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A. This is what most lieutenants were expecting:

B. And this is what they got:

Whiskey
Tango
Foxtrot!
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A ZINGER SHEET!
The Zinger Sheet instructions were to write down something every hour that someone said in
class that was worth hearing/remembering/recording. This is also called a poor man’s journal – I
will try to check this everyday (and sometimes by the hour) – depends on how many in the class.
Of course a good instructor is seeking feedback to see if what he is teaching is getting heard…
So, for the flavor of what they heard there are two or three Zingers at the end of some chapters.
(I did ask about the 18 or so marks on the one below on the last day of class. I said “Well, use of
the F bomb for the whole week was not that bad.” The student replied “Yes sir I agree, but after
the first two hours, I quit marking.”)

